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" Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
If you have a Brother or Sister down and would like to get them the Free Riders

Press, NO PROBLEM, be glad to do it but
it does cost money.  A lot of people help out
by donating some coin.  We here will do
what we can, but with everybody giving
what they can, we will make it go a long
way. We all know somebody that's down,
and anything would be greatly appreciated.

Send to:
"Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
2206 Jefferson
Two Rivers, WI 54241

Mission Statement:
This paper was started out of the love and respect for being in

the wind, and the brothers and sisters that are in the wind also. I have
been riding all my life and have learned what brotherhood means. The
Free Riders Press is a paper dedicated to the biker who knows this
respect. Not barring any rider for what he wears or rides. We try to cover
stories that make the public sit back and have a positive outlook on bik-
ers.  We will try to cover events that are for the biker and put on by the
biker. This paper will be used to better the riding community through edu-
cation, updates and personal views that are of positive thinking for the
riding community in general. We will try to fight the ongoing discrimina-
tion that seems to be thrown onto us without our view being told. Free
Riders Press is for all to enjoy, so by working together someday we can
be free in the wind, without the worry of any of the aforementioned items.

If you have a picture of your Next Generation Rider, feel free to send it in
to me. Who knows it just might kick start a Hollywood career for them.
Send those pic's to preacher@freeriderspress.us or by snail mail to 4500
Hwy 66, Stevens Point, WI 54481
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WTF is all I can say. This month has brought out all of the events and what a list of events
they are. Some long running others just starting but all aimed at giving you and enjoyable
option for your weekend. See all the advertisers in this issue. I thank you all and ask that you
attend as many of these events as possible. 

I have a whole bunch to say but due to time (press time) I need to keep it short. But have
no fear I will make up for it next month. 

Remember this is Women Riders month (that includes my mom) and Motorcycle aware-
ness month. So the way I see it, we as riders need to keep an eye out for those drivers that
may not be paying attention. Awareness works both way. 

We have had some fabulous riding so far this year, but that is creating a much faster out of
the gate fatality list for riders. I may sound like a broken record but again I will say, "Please
do me a favor and don't drink and ride, we ALL need the extra edge while enjoying our rides.
" 

As for all the other item on the agenda, I will hold off. I do want to say that the swap meet
season is winding down and for me this is sorta a relief because that means the weather is ripe
for the ridin'. And I am going to be all over Wisconsin. I got 1400 miles on and don't plan on
slowing that pace. I hope to see you all in the next month somewhere, and just want to say,
thank you for supporting the Free Riders Press like you
have. This is the month I started it 8 years ago, and with-
out you all in the riding community we here couldn't have
lasted. 

Meet This Month�s Next Generation Riders. 
David Hahn Pittsville, WI with his two daughters Debra & Pam (who

both ride) Grand daughter Sarah Jean and two great grandsons
Dillion and Tyler.


